Caring for every life
we touch is the fiber
that unites us
TM

International Paper is one of the world’s leading
producers of fiber-based packaging and pulp. Our
mission is to improve people’s lives, the planet, and our
company’s performance by transforming renewable
resources into products people depend on every day.
Our Global Cellulose Fibers business is one of the world’s
leading providers for fluff, papergrade, and specialty
pulp. Our innovative fiber solutions help differentiate
our customers’ products in a crowded marketplace –
and move us toward a more sustainable future.
From our stewardship of forests to ensuring the safety of
products people depend on every day, we’re committed
to being a force for good in everything we do.

Global Cellulose Fibers
We’re committed to delivering safe,
quality products.
Our reputation is built on delivering safe products and
consistent quality. We adhere to the strictest product
safety regulations and requirements and protect
quality throughout our supply chain – so our
customers can protect the consumers who count on
their products, every day.

We’re ready to grow with our customers.
Our multi-mill network of nine manufacturing locations
and two specialty converting facilities produce
consistent products with a full range of specifications.
Our customers can count on our scale and expertise
to provide supply chain assurance as they grow.

We provide unmatched regional support.
In any region of the world, our customers can expect
to speak with someone from their region who knows
the culture and the language. Our technical experts
and experienced problem solvers provide tailored
support based on our customers’ needs.

We never stop innovating.
Our world-class staff of scientists, research
specialists, and engineers are constantly developing
new features and benefits to stand out in the
crowded marketplace for consumer goods. We
partner with our customers to help innovate and
improve their products.

We’re creating a more sustainable future.
Our environmentally sustainable and innovative
product attributes can differentiate products. More
importantly, they help us leave everything in better
shape for future generations. That’s why we will
continue to lead the world in responsible forest
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stewardship, improve our environmental footprint, and
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promote the long-term sustainability of natural capital.

